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The problem:
When the observations are high dimension, the filter 
ensemble collapses to a small number of distinct 
points, providing very poor estimates [1][2].

For example in a model of the low trophic level 
marine eco-system at  the Bermuda Atlantic 
Timeseries (BATS) [3] site, that has 5 state variables 
resolved at 350 locations and 52 observations the 
filter distribution has 1 distinct point:

A Solution:
Particle smoothers are similar to particle filters 
except that they use observations available before 
and after the current time point in making their state 
estimates [5].

It is possible to use a particle smoother defined on a 
sequence of locations (rather than the traditional 
sequence of time points) to carry out the Bayesian 
update.  Considering only one location at a time in 
the smoother reduces the dimensionality of the 
problem, avoiding filter ensemble collapse.

The location evolution equation and initial 
distributions can be taken from the prediction 
ensemble and particle filter evolution equation

The location observation equation can be taken 
directly from the particle filter observation equation.

Results:
A particle smoother update was applied to the 
same BATS model and observations as has been 
shown to lead to filter ensemble collapse.  

The filter ensemble has 99 out of 100 distinct 
points at the surface location, attenuating to 17 out 
of 100 distinct points at the deepest location – a 
vast improvement over the 1 out of 100 distinct 
points at all locations using standard methods.
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Background - Particle Filters:
Particle filters are a well established Monte Carlo methodology for estimating through time the distribution of the state vector that completely defines a system using the 
state-space model framework [4].  At each discrete time-point there are two steps: First a prediction ensemble is generated by applying the state space model evolution 
equation to each member of the previous time point filter ensemble.  Second a filter ensemble is generated by applying the likelihood defined by the state-space model 
observation equation to any available observations in a Bayesian update using the prediction ensemble as a prior.  Usually this update is carried out via importance sampling.  
This process is initialised by sampling from an assumed filter distribution immediately before the first time point.  Particle filters are a generalisation of the Kalman filter which 
requires normal prediction and filter distributions.  The sequential nature of particle filter estimation means that state estimates only use observations taken at or before each 
estimated time point.
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